
Reflections on the Coming
Great Confusion (2020)

By Hosea David - 1983
(Compilation of the Mo Letter #1583 "A Question About the Great Confusion")

"WARNING! TURN YOUR EYES TOWARDMEMPHIS
FOR OUT OF IT SHALL COME THE GREAT CONFUSION!

The author of confusion is even nowmarshalling
his forces for this Great Confusion!

He is gathering his forces from a great nation & Eastern nations,
friends that will join with him.

So sudden will be the Great Confusion,
that it will cause a mighty widening of the eyes

of those who have not discerned the signs of the times.
But be ye not deceived! Be prepared!

And be not deceived by the Great Society,
for it shall come to travail & then bring forth the Great Confusion.
Be prepared. Even now (1965) the skies are red, red with warning

& black, black with clouds gathering
for the Great Confusion which is almost upon you."

Prophecy received by Virginia Brandt Berg in 1965



("Warning! Turn Your Eyes TowardMemphis," code for Illuminati?)

IN "THE RISE OF THE ANTICHRIST" & "THE ILLUMINATI" by John Todd (GN 22 &
No.948) that corroborate these ideas about the Great Confusion, one of the most
striking pieces is that John Todd explains that the Illuminati's power somehow
comes through the Sphinx located in Memphis, Egypt (pg.3130, last paragraph:)
"This is the most important symbol: This is the power of the Illuminati. Without the
Sphinx the mystery of the Illuminati would have no power. This is where all of its
power comes from” ...it certainly would explain some of the links between Memphis,
the Great Confusion, the Illuminati & their plan to install the Antichrist.

(David Berg said: )"I believe they have not only staged the whole thing, but they
are going to continue to stage the whole thing until they've got the whole thing! They
staged the whole thing! God said!--I believe it!"

THE GREAT CONFUSION...could possibly be the event that helps to bring the
Antichrist to power.

This detailed description of this event to take place when compared with the one
the Illuminati plans to precipitate seem to be describing the same event.

(David Berg said:) “There would be some desperate last-resort circumstances
which would cause Israel & the Arabs & Communists to agree to share the World in
peace." Could these last-resort circumstances be the Great Confusion?..."The Great
Confusion would occur first to make the World desperate enough to bring the
Antichrist to power."

THE PROTOCOLS in which [the Antichrists] explained their point-by-point
program for World takeover to place their World dictator in power, & it seems to fit
very well the description of the events of the Great Confusion.

It also explains that in order for the Antichrist to raise to power, the World would
become desperate enough to accept such a one-World government without there
being an atomic war.

THEN IT SAYS, THE SECOND SECRET REQUISITE FOR THE SUCCESS OF OUR
GOVERNMENT IS CHAOS!" ("THE GREAT CONFUSION!”)

Then in Protocol 6, last line, it explains "there would be a huge monopoly which
will bring about a financial crash which will take the major governments to the



bottom in one day," this corresponding to the Lord's prophecy that the "Great
Confusion" will come very suddenly.

Also in Protocol 20, it explains that "they will bring the States to bankruptcy &
through this will put in a financial system over which they will have total control,"
which will certainly be necessary for the Antichrist to have working when he comes
to power.

IN PROTOCOL 21 IT SAYS THAT THEY ARE GOING TOWIPE AWAY ALL OF THE
FORMER FINANCIAL MARKETS & SYSTEMS & SET UP A ONE-WORLDWIDE
FINANCIAL SYSTEM. So these certainly seem to fit together with the preparations
that will be necessary for the rise of the Antichrist, & the plan that the [Antichrists]
have for putting a one man dictator at the head of this World government which
they want to bring to power certainly fits together with the Biblical description of
how the Antichrist will rise to power.

IN REV.17:12, “...the ten horns which thou sawest are ten kings,which have
received no kingdom as yet; but receive power as kings one hour with the Beast." So
it says that these kings have no kingdom yet, so this made me think what men in the
World could have such strong power as to control World events to be able to give
power & strength to the Antichrist to bring him to power, but yet do not actually
have a country or kingdom per se. I think these men are bigger than Presidents or
Premiers or heads of parties which are so temporary & so passing in their power, that
they would be better understood as men with international power greater than
even Heads of State, who are the ones who control the World behind the scenes &
put forward Heads of State as they choose, which is what the Protocols describe the
[Antichrists] to be.

(David Berg said:) "These ten horns are World leaders which rule with him for a
short time."

So this seems to fit the description of the [Antichrists],who are certainly World
leaders behind the scenes that have no kingdom right now, but whose plan is to
help a World leader come to power who they will then rule with for a short time.

There will be some type of Great Confusion of World chaos, as described by the
Protocols of economic collapse, & then a World credit system put in effect, & then
the total control of the Press & all of the media & everything that the Protocols
describe that they plan to control to be able to bring the Antichrist to power, &
couldn't this event of this Great Confusion to bring these kings from behind the



scenes into a position of power to be able to give their power to the Beast, be just
around the corner? (It was 1983) --And could happen very suddenly as the "Warning
Prophecy" predicts & this time of Great Confusion be for America like the events in
Jeremiah?

Jeremiah 4:27,28; 5:10 - "The whole land shall be desolate; yet will I not make a full
end. For this shall the Earth mourn, & the heavens above be black; because I have
spoken it, I have purposed it, & will not repent, neither will I turn back from it. Go ye
up upon her walls, & destroy; but make not a full end: take away her battlements: for
they are not the Lord's."

Notice it says twice to not make a full end (like the total destruction of the Atom
War), but a desolation of the cities & the skies become black like the Great
Confusion.

According to the "Warning Prophecy" & the Message of Jeremiah, there is going to
be chaos & much suffering in the Great Confusion, which is going to affect mainly
the major industrialized countries of the World where the Great Society is so
manifest & diabolical in its materialism & there is going to have to come a real
breakdown of this Great Society & an economic collapse to bring these nations of
the World to their knees together to be willing to submit to a World government &
a World dictator.

This event of the Great Confusion to be coming about in the near future. Could
this be that which will bring the Antichrist to power as the Protocols predict, instead
of an Atomic War which would have been more accurately described as the Great
Destruction. But this Great Confusion could describe the economic collapse of the
great societies of the World, the great nations of the World, particularly America,
which would "come to travail"...couldn't this Great Confusion begin imminently so
as to prepare the way for the rise to power of these 10 kings & their giving of this
power to the Antichrist, in getting together a one-World government?

(David Berg said:) "There will be trouble! ... Thenmaybe it will take two years of
the Great Confusion to give rise the Antichrist."

(David Berg said:) The storm is fast approaching which will sweep the World with
three years of great trouble, confusion, strife & famine! Like a dying candle, the Lord
showed me the lights of the World are soon to flicker out & 'there will be great
darkness throughout the Earth & there shall be great agony of soul which will grieve



the heart of thy father!' (Direct prophecy!) 'And there shall be great weeping &
wailing & gnashing of teeth throughout the Earth!'" (ML 307A:26)

According to THE PROPHECIES OF "THE GREAT ESCAPE"...we'll see the storm
approaching, & the tunnel would get harder to cross in the confusion of events,
maybe airlines shutting down, etc., making it difficult, dangerous & even impossible
for the remaining sheep & shepherds in the lowlands to escape, a horrifying picture
of the last people to struggle out to higher ground & safer fields in a rising tide of
terrible events just before the storm (The Great Confusion?) hits! (Letter No.160)

THIS IS FOLLOWED BY "THE EMERGENCY" (No.160A) describing work crews of
enforced labour, food shortages & food lines, etc
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